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1. Int.roduction

The Working Group first met in IIamburg in April 1972 and presented its

first rcport to the 60th Statutory lleeting of the Couneil in Copenhagen.

A rcvised version of this report was 8ubmitted to the 61st Statutory

Ueeting at Lisbon (ICES Doe. 1973/D:7) and published in April 1974 (Coopp.r~=

tive Research Report No.38, Pol-22). Although mueh of what it contained was

of wider application in the field of comparative fishing, the Working Group

emphasised that the report had been written with bottom trawling specifically

in mind and that features particular to experimentation with many other

gcars required separate diseussion. Accordingly the 'Yorking Group was

invited to continue its study of the standardisation of methods of eomparing

different fishing gears and in particular to extend its discussions to

gears other than bottom trawls o A seeond m~eting of the Group was held

in IIamburg from 13-15 March, 1974. The participants \Y'ere:

Dr.ll.Dohl (F.R.G.)
Ur.ll.D.Decker (Netherlands)
Dr.U.Dup.rkle (Canada)
1!r.J.J .Foster (UIe Scotland)
Ur.S.Lens (Spain)
1!r .. C.N~d~lec (FAD)
Ur.J.A.Pope
Ur.U.Portier (Franee)
Ur.G.Vanden Droueke (Delgium)
l~.JoG. de Wit ( Netherlands)

Convener

Guest
Secretary

2. Terms of Reference

Thc Group considered that, for the purpose of its discussions, fishing genr

eould be broadly classified into two categories (a) active gears and (b)

passive gears. It attempted no formal definition of such classes of gear,

assuming that the allocation of at least the more important gears in thc

leES area to one or other of thes~ categories would cause no conflict of
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opinion. Thus, aetive gears, whieh imply the movement of the eatehing device,

inelude trawls, dredgea and seines while passive gears, whieh rely on thc

movement oi the animal to effect captu~e, inelude gill-nets, traps and

static hooked lines.

In addition to thc need for procedural advice on the execution and analysis

of experiments between different vers ions of the same gear within either of

the above categories, tbe Group reeognised the vital need for guidanee on the

eomparison of the catching performances of different gears within eategories

( e.g. trawls versus seines) and o~ gears in different eategories (e.g.

trawls versus gill-nets). The reRults of such comparisons find their appli

cation in, for example, modes of allocating effort quotas in any multi- ~
gear fishery regulated either nationally or internationally in this way.

liowever, although there was some discu~sion of this important topic it

was neeessarily brief aa thc terms of referenee for this meeting spceifically

exeluded it (po-v.n~un. 1973, p.57).

The Group also eonsidcred that in the time available for the meeting it

eould not deal adequately with a wide range of gear types and it was

agreed that attention should be devoted to some of the more important

active gears, namely mid-water trawls, two-boat bottom trawls, and purse

seines.

Of the methods of fishing associated with these three gear types, oue (two.

boat bottom trawling) employs broadly similar tacties to those employed

in single-boat demersal trawling while in mid-water trawling and purse

seinig additional features are present. These inelude the ecploymcnt of a

high dcgree oi hunting for fisb ( aimed fishing) as opposed to gathcring

and the need for skill in thc manoeuvring of fishing gcar in thrce rather

than two dimensions. The~e introduce qualities such as human skill whiel1

are diffieult or evcn impossible to either alter or control. Special

consideration was paid to those distinctive features pnrticularly as they

affect thc design of comparative fishing studies and the analysis of

information ( see Section 4).

Comparative fishing techniques for each of thc three gear types were

discussed with particular reference being paid to tho various faetors,
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fishing unit, environmental and biological, which ivere identified in the

previous report as possibly affecting gear performance and catches (Coop.

Res. Rep. No. 38, Sections 4 and 11).

3. Comparative Fishing with Two-Doat Dottom Trawls.

The vessels forming the pair in a comparative fishing experiment must be

of the same type and power and the lengths of the vessels should be as

nearly equal as possible. When comparing catches by different pairs the

lengths of all vessels should be similar. The vessels of a pair should have

similar towing arrangements, either over the side or over the stern, and

warp loads must be equal on each side of the trawl. A description of the

towing points and the method of gear handling ( net drum, gallows) should

be made.

Changes of course during towing should be avoided. If course changes have

to be made the haul should be eonsidered invalid. The distance betwoon

the two ships must bo kept constant and this distanco measured and recorded.

Experiments shoud not be carried out in -tnu- sea condi tions tImt do not

allow accurate distance keeping.

With regard to the fishing gear itself, the construction and material of the

warps and the length paid out should be reeorded; also the magnitude and

placing of weights and the length, material, diameter and weight of tho

groundrope. A constructional drawing of the not should bo supplied•

The gear factors whieh are either diffieult to control or eannot be

controlled independently are less complicated for bottom pair trawling

than they are for bottom otter trawling. Differenees in thc angle of attaek

of the bridles may oeeur when the direetion of the currcnt at the bottom

deviates notably from the direction of thc current at thc sea surface.

Variations of the Ileadline height oceur when the weights and the groundrope

touch the bottom heavily. This ean happen at an upward sloping bottom

or when the vessels are steaming against a heavy swell.

- -----"
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4.Comparative Fishing with "Aimed" Gears

4.1 General Considerations

There are elose similarities between pelagie ( mid-water) trawling and

purse-seining. Both methods of fishing rely largely on thc detection of

suitable shoals of fish and the ability to manoeuvre the gear effectively

in three dimensions. The accuraey and reliability of the fish detection

equipme~t carried by the vessel and the skill of thc skipper and his crew

in interpreting the information provided by such equipmcnt as weIl as in

operating thc gear itself may weIl outweigh any gear design factors. Any

comparativc study of the eatching performance of different vers ions of such

gears must recognisc and allow for these important non-gear items.

Since the detection of dense shoals is of prime importance to the success

this type of fishing and as the existence of suitable shoals in a given

area at a specified time is unlikely to be within the control of the

experimenter, comparative fishing experiments of this type may take a

considerably longer time to conduct than in the case of bottorn trawling

where a more even distribution can usually be more readily found.

Whilst comparative fishing with pelagic trawls and purse seines should give

less variable results if conducted at times when the flsh are more evenly

distributed in space and therefore may provide a possible way of shortening

the period of study it must not be overlooked that such conditions do

not correspond to those under whieh the gear would usually be expeeted

to operate most efficientlYe •

Increasing the length of time required for an experiment can raise the

costs to such an extent as to malw i t prohibitive for thc study to hc

carried out by research vessels and thc usc of cocccrcial vcssels may be

necessary in order to provide enough inforcation. Increasing thc duration

of an experiment also increases thc possibility of cajor ellanges occuring

in conditions many of which canuot be controlled in any way by the

experimenter. The need to collect a large amount of inforcation on many

factors known or suspcctcd to influenee eatehing performance bceomes

necessary in such situations. This state of affairs is, of course, not

peeuliar to eomparative fishing experiments and many statistieal teehniques

havc becn proposcd to ass ist the analysis and interpretation of such

observational studies. This topie is pursued further in Seetion 5.
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h.2 Uid-Water Trawling

With the above general considerations very much in mind the Working Group

reviewed specific aspects of comparative fishing with mid-water trawls.

It regarded the approach by way of studies uf the performances of similar

commercial vessels using standard and experimental gears as being the one

most likely to provide reliable conclusions. When working with commercial

vessels it is very desirable to have experienced observers on board both

the experimental and standard ( control) vessels to make accurate records

of all information to be collected. It enough observers are not available

it is essential that properly designed log books be issued to the skippers

~ of all participating vessels with clear and adequate instructions as to

how records are to be kopt.

Items of particular relevance to mid-water trawling which should be noted

are the type of equipment used for locating shoals and the means employed

for varying the levels of the net ( by main engine or winch or using both).

Notes on fish locating equipment should include the method of operation,

manual or automatie, details of scale expander and whether steering is

automatie during location. During a tow any changes in length uf warp

( lovel of fishing) should be noted and tho tactics employed by the skipper

should be observed. The use of modern techniques oi psychology to study

the behavioural tactics of the skipper in response to the information

presented to him by his equipment is recommended as a valuable now area

of research in this field.

It is to be expected that on commercial vessels adjustments to the gear

will be made during the course of a trip. llowever, only changes necessary

to permit the applicatioi of the best tactics in a given situation should

be allowed. Changes in the basic design of the net and otter boards

should not be made at any time. It is absolutely essential to note any

adjustmeuts made and their effect on tbe gear.

h.3 Purse-8eining

The Worklng Group noted that developments in purse-soines had taken place

over thc yoars and it was suggested that this was evidence that thc

fishing industry bad succecded in carrying out at least some kind of com

parativc fishing evaluation. Over recent years purse-seines had gradually
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become bigger, both in length and depth, sinking rates had increased

through changes in hanging ratio and total lead line weighting, and maximum

fishing depths had been considerably extended. The Group recognised that

it could be argued that some of these 1limprovements~ were achicved not

by comparative evaluation of alternative approaches but simply by

reco~nising the direction. in which ohanges for improvement had to be made

( eog. " the bigger the not the better"p~A~~~pl~)eDut some comparative

evaluation must have been made at some stages in the evolution of the pursc=

seine, even if only on a trial and error basis.

Several types of purse-seinc exist and each Is operated in rather different

ways. Those types includo ~

(a)shallow water purse=seines (e.g. those used for fishing sardines).

(b)deep water purse-seines ( e.g.those used in notllern waters for
herring).

(c)purse-seines used in association with fish attraction and
aggregation procedures (e.g. the use of light attractants).

The latter group is a special case in that it may not matter which design

of gear is used provided the size matches the aggregation power of the light.

Yet this could be the one case when» by controlling the density of fish

available, a direct comparison of the effectiveness of different ge ars in

catching the known concentration could be made.

It was agreed that a number of alternative comparisons should be considere~

which cover the groups (a) and (b) above. In particular, attention should

be given to exploring comparisons of fishing units ( vessel, gear and ~rew)

in a similar way to that used by fishing organisations.

Short term comparisons of purse-seines were considered to be unfeasible in

general. Comparison of the catching efficiency of different purse-seines

in shallow water on scattered, reasonably uniformly distributed fish shoa18

might be possible but in general circumstances long term studies would be

necessary. Two main categories under this hoading wore considered, namely

(1) comparisons between gears on similar vassels when the catch per unit

fishing time is used as the measure of efficiency und (2) between fishing

units (vessel, gear and crew) when economic profitability ovar a fishing

season or equivalent time is used as the measure.

J
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In comparing different purse=seines used by similar vessels) experiments

should be conducted basically along the same lines as described for mid

water trawling and these need not be repeated again here. It is essential

that throughout the nct shooting and hauling operations the sinking speed

and pursing speed should be noted and also the fishing dcpth.Essential

environmental data to be recorded are water turbidity, surface temperature,

occuxtnce and depth of thermocline, general weather conditions, current

strength and direction and, for shallow water operation only, the depth

and type of the sea bed.

When comparing different purse-seines used by different vessels, separate .

assessment of the influence of all factors related to either ship or net

is not likely to be possible. A "global" comparison could be made by

taking into account the economic aspects of the fishery, the results of

each fishing unit being recorded and analysed in terms of profitability

(i.e. sales minus exploitation and deprcciation costs). A sufficient

indication of the difference between gears may be given where several

vessels of similar capital and running costs are operating on the same

grounds. Although the value of such comparisons for profitability analysis

is not denied it was considered that techno-economic studies of the extend

required ~re beyond the scope of comparative fishing. No definite technical

recommendations are given, thcrcfore, for conducting comparisons of this

type ...

5.0bs~rvational Studics

5.1 Genp.ral Rcmarks

The Working Group devotcd 0. good deal·of its time tu discussing the possi

bility of being able to draw correct conclusions from data gathcred from

" undcsigned and uncontrolled" experiments. The appropriateness of the

statistical techniques given in the '~rking Group's first rcport to thc

analysis of data from such studies, and indced the comparative fishing

experiments in general, was also debated. The main conclusions, which are

more fully dealt with in succeeding sections of this report, were that (0.)
while care must be exercised in collecting, analysing and interpretil1g

data from observational studies~ Buch studies are capable of providing a

wealth of useful and meaningful information as evidenced by their

increasing use in 0. wide range of research investigations (e.g. medieal
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research), (b) the advice of a profe~Aional statistieian should be sougbt

before such studies are begun and (c) the techniques explainAd in thc

Group's first report provide a sound ba~is for data analysis. Adaptation

of these teehniques to meet the requirements of specifie situations may,

of course, be neeessary.

5.2 Definitions, Prineiples and Procedures

An observational study is a survey of a proeess whieh seeks to cxplain

the response of a variable quantity in terms of one or more explanatory

variables. The proeess cannot be interfered with by the observer nor ean

any of tbe major explanatory variables be eontrolled or adjusted as in

a designed experiment. •

what eomparisons are to be made. In eomparative fishing studios the

This statement should lead logieally to the definition of the response

variable to be mcasurcd and to how the measurements are to be takcn and

The first step in organising 8u(,h an observational study i8 to define its

objeetives and tbe variables to be measured. At the outset it is advisable

to prepare a written statement of the aims of the study. This ensures that

all partieipants have apreeise formulation of tbe hypotbesis to be tested

and also ensures that, as the study progresses, the objeetives do not

beeome altered and that different partieipants do not develop eonflieting

views as to what is to be done.

•response variable needs to be earefully seleeted so that all appropriate

information ean be colleeted throughout the entire period of study.

Possible response variables inelude (1) total eateh in numbers per: haul,

(2) eateh in weight per day's absence, (3)proportion of a given speeies which

is of a certain size caught per haul, (4) value of all catehes par vassel

over a fishing season. There may be M~Y mor® vo~~ibilitis~ anu thc one

or ones chosen must be stated.

~n addition, all other variables to be measured during the study must be

decided. Such ~explanatory" variables may be truly causal variables(A.g.

tbe number of weigbts on a purse seine) or simply elassificatory

variables ( such aB time of day). Particularly for tbe latter type,

binary variables may be suffici~nt (e.g. In day, 0= night). In other
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situations a multi-pointed scale may be required. Also, when a variable is

difficult to measure it may be sufficient to record it as an ordered

variable ( e.g. none, few, average, many).

If the study 1s likely to continue over a long period and particularly if

the effect on the response variable is not expected to be observed quickly

it will be necessary to include a large number of explanatory variables

in the study.

When the explanatory variables ( xl' %2' ••• ) are measured on a continuous

scale a comparison of the response variable (y) for tho group using the

• st andard gear can be made by first calculating theregressions of y on

xl' x2 ' ••• for each group and adjusting the mean responses to remove the

effects of the regression. When some variables are classificatory the

regression analysis may be extended to become an analysis of covariance.

An extreme form of classification is that Imo\Vll as matching in which pairs

of units with identical values of all explanatory variables are chosen,

one being used as a control and the other asan experimental unit. Clearly

the use of sister ships in a study should be an advantage but non-ship

factors may still differ appreciably even in such situations.

•
It will be useful to conduct a pilot study before the main exercise is

undertaken. Such a pilot study will serve to identify possible explanatory

variables on which information should be collected in order to check the

adequucy of log books and to provide a comparison between the vessels of

the control und experimental groups before the experimental gear is

introduced.

5.3 The Validity of the Analysis of Variance

Criticism has been levelled at the validity of the type of statistical .

models described in the first report of this Working Group when applied to

data on fishing operations on highly aggtgated species. The models dcscribed

ure of the form y (catch)=f(gear, other measured factors) +e where f()

stands for "a function of" and e is a random component. Criticism is .

usually based on the misconception that what is referred to as the error

term in these models somehow or other implies a Normal distribution of
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the speeies in spaee so that whcn the species is distributed in a highly

aggregated fashion, as many are, this assumption fails and brings down

the entire model witb it.

Thc spatial distribution of a species may be classed conv~~ently into one

or other oI tbree groups, namely, (a)uniform,(b) random and (c)aggregated.

A uniform distribution occurs when tbe fish are regularly spaced in a symme=

trieal square lattiec in two-dimensions or eubie Inttiec in thrce....dimelll'dons.

Thc dcnsity per unit area or per unit volume would, in such a situation,

bc constant at all points. Probnbly no fish speeics is distributcd

preciscly in this way altbough some may approximate to this.

•Wben fish are randomly. distributed in spaee they may be thought of as

exerting no force of repulsion or of attraction on each other. Thc

number of fish in any volume is neither influcnccd by nor itself illfluences

thc numbcr of fish in any otber volume. In such a situation thc nuober

of fish in the different unit volumes into which thc total habitat may

be dividcd will have a frequeney of occurrence exactly prcdictablc by a

statistical probability distribution known as thc Poisson distribution.

This typc of distribution is unaffected by thc sizc of volumc chosen as

unit although, of course, the average number of animals per unit volume

will depend on the size of thc unit volume. When the mean number of fish

per unit volume is large the frequcncy distribution of the number of

individunls in different volumes will bc closely approximnted by aNormal

distribution o This is a mathcmatically verifiable propcrty of thc Poisson •

distribution o Further, catches from such a population will have aPoisson,

or for large numbers caught, a Normal distribution.

When fish are aggrcgated into shoals then thc oceurrenee of individuals

in any speeifie unit volumc will inerease tho probability that ~ndividualR

oecur in neighbouring volumcs. Thc entire habitat will be charaet6ri5~!by

having a number of volumes with no individuals present and others with

a large RJ.u:>:.ber JH?f:~\2:n.", Thc frequeney of oeeurrenee of different numbers

of individuals per unit volumo will in this ease not be given by the

Poisson distribution law but will follow some other statistical distribution

such as tlle Negative Dinomial distribution. Catches by fishing at random

on such a population will also follow a Negative Dinomial distribution,
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but, il lishing i8 "aimed" at school. thi. will DO lon&er be true aa zero

catches will either not occur at all or be und~r-repreaented.

It i8 theor!tically pOlaible to find a »athe.atical transformation of the

stochastie element whieh will haTe a Normal distribution and, in praetiee,

some conTenient tran. formation ean usually be deriTed whieh will be, to

a suffieient degree 01 approximation, Normally distributed. The poin~ of thi.

is to allow standard statiatieal teste 01 signifieance to be .ade where

otherwise they would be invalid. Th. Normality r~quireDent ia a prorequi.ite

o! the figures actually used in the computationl, not of the basic

original dnt~. If teuts of significance and confidence limit. are not

4t required it is not esaential to demand Normality of the stochastie term

or any transformation o! it although tor other, analytical, reason. the

atatistician may pre!er to work with trans!ormed data~ It the normality

assumption i8 satiafied tor a modelot the torm

,

4t

--- -

~~ conlidence limits lor the dilferenee in th~ eff~~t on eatchee 01 two

vereione 01 the eame gear are provided by

where Yl and Y2 are the mean catchee oi n1 haule by gear 1 and n2 haul. by

gear 2, t is the appropriateD:."l:' of Student'. t and

(1 + 1 )/ (n1 + n2 - 2)
0 1 O2

The form ot the other part of the .odel (i.~. the pa~t e.bodied in the term

involving t() ) ie more erueial. The mathematie_l r~p~~••ntatiön of thie

response functioo ( blaek-box) will depend eotir~ly cn bow catche. re.pond

to changea in the levels 01 thole factora iucluded in the lunction.

Although the simpleat reJpo~,~ tunetioo i. a lin.ar ona it i. not uniTer'al

and if n'on-lin"llr reepoDle. are kno'WD or thought to exi .. t. they ahould be so

.pecilied. Th. form 01 the fUDCtioD l() i. a .atier of judgement and will

be based on the experimenter'. knowledge and experi.nce of the proce.1

under .tudy. A yrongly 8p~cified .od6l will lead to incorrect conclusion••
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Non-linear response functions may be handled by ordinary least-squares

procedures although the existence of non-linearity may result in mathe

matical complexity. This may be avoided by seeking a linearizing

transformation of the response function suitable for analysis. As with

the normalizing transformation this linearizing transformation is introduced

solely for mathematical simplicity. If enough information is available,

both transformations may be deduced from the data.


